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Abstract

A central problem in parameterized algorithms is to obtain algorithms with running timef(k)·nO(1) such
thatf is as slow growing function of the parameterk as possible. In particular, the first natural goal is to make
f(k) single-exponential, that is,ck for some constantc. This has led to the development of parameterized
algorithms for various problems wheref(k) appearing in their running time is of form2O(k). However there
are still plenty of problems where the “slightly superexponential” f(k) appearing in the best known running
time has remained non single-exponential even after a lot ofattempts to bring it down. A natural question
to ask is whether thef(k) appearing in the running time of the best-known algorithms is optimal for any of
these problems.

In this paper, we examine parameterized problems wheref(k) is kO(k) = 2O(k log k) in the best known
running time and for a number of such problems, we show that the dependence onk in the running time
cannot be improved to single exponential. More precisely weprove following tight lower bounds, for three
natural problems, arising from three different domains:

• The pattern matching problem CLOSESTSTRING is known to be solvable in time2O(d log d) ·nO(1) and
2O(d log |Σ|) · nO(1) . We show that there is no2o(d log d) · nO(1) and2o(d log |Σ|) · nO(1) time algorithm,
unless Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) fails.

• The graph embedding problem DISTORTION, that is, deciding whether a graphG has a metric embed-
ding into the integers with distortion at mostd can be done in time2O(d log d) · nO(1). We show that
there is no2o(d log d) · nO(1) time algorithm, unless ETH fails.

• The DISJOINT PATHS problem can be solved in time in time2O(w log w) · nO(1) on graphs of treewidth
at mostw. We show that there is no2o(w log w) · nO(1) time algorithm, unless ETH fails.

To obtain our result we first prove the lower bound for variants of basic problems: finding cliques, inde-
pendent sets, and hitting sets. These artificially constrained variants form a good starting point for proving
lower bounds on natural problems without any technical restrictions and could be of independent interest. We
believe that many further results of this form can be obtained by using the framework of the current paper.
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1 Introduction

The goal of parameterized complexity is to find ways of solving NP-hard problems more efficiently than brute
force: here aim is to restrict the combinatorial explosion to a parameter that is hopefully much smaller than the
input size. Formally, aparameterizationof a problem is assigning an integerk to each input instance and we say
that a parameterized problem isfixed-parameter tractable (FPT)if there is an algorithm that solves the problem
in time f(k) · |I|O(1), where|I| is the size of the input andf is an arbitrary computable function depending on
the parameterk only. There is a long list of NP-hard problems that are FPT under various parameterizations:
finding a vertex cover of sizek, finding a cycle of lengthk, finding a maximum independent set in a graph of
treewidth at mostk, etc. For more background, the reader is referred to the monographs [24, 28, 51].

The practical applicability of fixed-parameter tractability results depends very much on the form of the
function f(k) in the running time. In some cases, for example in results obtained from Graph Minors theory,
the functionf(k) is truly horrendous (towers of exponentials), making the result purely of theoretical interest.
On the other hand, in many casesf(k) is a moderately growing exponential function: for example,f(k) is
1.2738k in the current fastest algorithm for finding a vertex cover ofsizek [10], which can be further improved
to 1.1616k in the special case of graphs with maximum degree 3 [57]. For some problems,f(k) can be even
subexponential (e.g.,c

√
k) [18, 17, 16, 1].

The implicit assumption in the research on fixed-parameter tractability is that whenever a reasonably natural
problem turns out to be FPT, then we can improvef(k) to ck with some smallc (hopefully c < 2) if we work
on the problem hard enough. Indeed, for some basic problems,the current best running time was obtained after
a long sequence of incremental improvements. However, it isvery well possible that for some problems there is
no algorithm with single-exponentialf(k) in the running time.

In this paper, we examine parameterized problems wheref(k) is “slightly superexponential” in the best
known running time:f(k) is of the formkO(k) = 2O(k log k). Algorithms with this running time naturally
occur when a search tree of height at mostk and branching factor at mostk is explored, or when all possible
permutations, partitions, or matchings of ak element set are enumerated. For a number of such problems, we
show that the dependence onk in the running time cannot be improved to single exponential. More precisely, we
show that a2o(k log k) · |I|O(1) time algorithm for these problems would violate the Exponential Time Hypothesis
(ETH): the assumption that there is no2o(n)-time algorithm forn-variable 3SAT [37].

In the first part of the paper, we prove the lower bound for variants of basic problems: finding cliques,
independent sets, and hitting sets. These variants are artificially constrained such that the search space is of size
2O(k log k) and we prove that a2o(k log k) · |I|O(1) time algorithm would violate ETH. The results in this section
demonstrate that for some problems the natural2O(k log k) · |I|O(1) upper bound on the search space is actually
a tight lower bound on the running time. More importantly, the results on these basic problems form a good
starting point for proving lower bounds on natural problemswithout any technical restrictions.

In the second part of the paper, we use our results on the basicproblems to prove tight lower bounds for
three natural problems from three different domains:

• The pattern matching problem CLOSESTSTRING is known to be solvable in time2O(d log d) · |I|O(1) [33]
and2O(d log |Σ|) · |I|O(1) [46]. We show that there is no2o(d log d) · |I|O(1) and2o(d log |Σ|) · |I|O(1) time
algorithm, unless ETH fails.

• The graph embedding problem DISTORTION, that is, deciding whether an vertex graphG has a metric
embedding into the integers with distortion at mostd can be done in time2O(d log d) · nO(1)[27]. We show
that there is no2o(d log d) · nO(1) time algorithm, unless ETH fails.

• The DISJOINT PATHS problem can be solved in time2O(w log w) · nO(1) onn vertex graphs of treewidth at
mostw [54]. We show that there is no2o(w log w) · nO(1) time algorithm, unless ETH fails.

We remark that the algorithm given in [54] does not mention the running time for DISJOINT PATHS as2O(w log w)·
nO(1) on graphs of bounded treewidth but a closer look reveals thatit is indeed the case. We expect that many
further results of this form can be obtained by using the framework of the current paper. Thus parameterized
problems requiring “slightly superexponential” time2O(k log k) · |I|O(1) is not a shortcoming of algorithm design
or pathological situations, but an unavoidable feature of the landscape of parameterized complexity.
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It is important to point out that it is a real possibility thatsome2O(k log k) · |I|O(1) time algorithm can
be improved to single-exponential dependence with some work. In fact, there are examples of well-studied
problems where the running time was “stuck” at2O(k log k) ·|I|O(1) for several years before some new algorithmic
idea arrived that made it possible to reduce the dependence to 2O(k) · |I|O(1):

• In 1985, Monien [48] gave ak! · nO(1) time algorithm for finding a cycle of lengthk in a graph onn
vertices. Alon, Yuster, and Zwick [2] introduced the color coding technique in 1995 and used it to show
that a cycle of lengthk can be found in time2O(k) · nO(1).

• In 1995, Eppstein [25] gave aO(kkn) time algorithm for deciding if ak-vertex planar graphH is a
subgraph of ann-vertex planar graphG. Very recently, Dorn [21] gave an improved algorithm with
running time2O(k) ·n. One of the main technical tools in this result is the use of sphere cut decompositions
of planar graphs, which was used earlier to speed up algorithms on planar graphs in a similar way [22].

• In 1995, Downey and Fellows [23] gave akO(k) · nO(1) time algorithm for FEEDBACK VERTEX SET

(given an undirected graphG onn vertices, deletek vertices to make it acyclic). A randomized4k · nO(1)

time algorithm was given in 1999 [7, 6]. The first deterministic 2O(k) · nO(1) time algorithms appeared
only in 2005 [35, 15, 14], using the technique of iterative compression introduced by Reed et al. [52].

As we can see in the examples above, achieving single exponential running time often requires the invention
of significant new techniques. Therefore, trying to improvethe running time for a problem whose best known
parameterized algorithm is slightly superexponential canlead to important new discoveries and developments.
However, in this paper we identify problems for which such animprovement is very unlikely. The2O(k log k)

dependence onf(k) seems to be inherent to these problems and one should not waste too much time on trying
to achieve single-exponential dependence.

There are some lower bound results on FPT problems in the parameterized complexity literature, but not of
the form that we are proving here. Cai and Juedes [9] proved that if the parameterized version of a MAXSNP-
complete problems (such as VERTEX COVER on graphs of maximum degree 3) can be solved in time2o(k) ·
|I|O(1), then ETH fails. Using parameterized reductions, this result can be transfered to other problems: for

example, assuming ETH, there is a no2o(
√

k) · |I|O(1) time algorithm for planar versions of VERTEX COVER,
INDEPENDENT SET, and DOMINATING SET (and this bound is tight). However, no lower bound above2O(k)

was obtained this way for any problem so far.
Flum, Grohe, and Weyer [29] tried to rebuild parameterized complexity by redefining fixed-parameter

tractability as2O(k) · |I|O(1) time and introducing appropriate notions of reductions, completeness, and com-
plexity classes. This theory could be potentially used to show that the problems treated in the current paper are
hard for certain classes, and therefore they are unlikely tohave single-exponential parameterized algorithms.
However, we see no reason why these problems would be complete for any of those classes (for example, the
only complete problem identified in [29] that is actually FPTis a model checking on problem on words for which
it was already known thatf(k) cannot even be elementary). Moreover, we are not only givingevidence against
single-exponential time algorithms in this paper, but showthat the2O(k log k) dependence is actually tight.

2 Basic problems

In this section, we modify basic problems in such a way that they can be solved in time2O(k log k)|I|O(1) by brute
force, and this is best possible assuming ETH. In all the problems of this section, the task is to select exactly one
element from each row of ak × k table such that the selected elements satisfy certain constraints. This means
that the search space is of sizekk = 2O(k log k). We denote by[k] × [k] the set of elements in ak × k table,
where(i, j) is the element in rowi and columnj. Thus selecting exactly one element from each row gives a
set(1, ρ(1)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) for some mappingρ : [k] → [k]. In some of the variants, we not only require that
exactly one element is selected from each row, but we also require that exactly one element is selected from each
column, that is,ρ has to be a permutation. The lower bounds for such permutation problems will be essential
for proving hardness results on CLOSEST STRING (Section 3) and DISTORTION (Section 4). The key step in
obtaining the lower bounds for permutation problems is the randomized reordering argument of Theorem 2.6.
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The analysis and derandomization of this step is reminiscent of the color coding [2] and chromatic coding [1]
techniques.

To prove that a too fast algorithm for a certain problemP contradicts the Exponential Time Hypothesis,
we will reduce 3-COLORING on n-vertex graphs to problemP and argue that the algorithm would solve 3-
COLORING in time2o(n). It is a well-known fact that such an algorithm for 3-COLORING would violate ETH.

Proposition 2.1 ([37]). Assuming ETH, there is no2o(n) time algorithm for deciding whether ann-vertex graph
is 3-colorable; and there is no2o(m) time algorithm form-clause 3SAT.

2.1 k × k CLIQUE

The first problem we investigate is the variant of the standard clique problem where the vertices are the elements
of ak × k table, and the clique we are looking for has to contain exactly one element from each row.

k × k CLIQUE
Input: A graphG over the vertex set[k] × [k]

Parameter: k
Question: Is there ak-clique inG with exactly one element from each row?

Note that the graphG in thek × k CLIQUE instance hasO(k2) vertices at mostO(k4) edges, thus the size of
the instance isO(k4).

Theorem 2.2. Assuming ETH, there is no2o(k log k) time algorithm fork × k CLIQUE.

Proof. Suppose that there is an algorithmA that solvesk × k CLIQUE in 2o(k log k) time. We show that this
implies that 3-COLORING on a graph withn vertices can be solved in time2o(n), which contradicts ETH by
Proposition 2.1.

Let H be a graph withn vertices. Letk be the smallest integer such that3n/k+1 ≤ k, or equivalently,
n ≤ k log3 k − k. Note that such a finitek exists for everyn and it is easy to see thatk log k = O(n) for the
smallest suchk. Intuitively, it will be useful to think ofk as a value somewhat larger thann/ log n (and hence
n/k is somewhat less thanlog n).

Let us partition the vertices ofH intok groupsX1, . . . , Xk, each of size at most⌈n/k⌉. For every1 ≤ i ≤ k,
let us fix an enumeration of all the proper 3-colorings ofH[Xi]. Note that there are most3⌈n/k⌉ ≤ 3n/k+1 ≤ k
such 3-colorings for everyi. We say that a proper 3-coloringci of H[Xi] and a proper 3-coloringcj of H[Xj ]
arecompatibleif together they form a proper coloring ofH[Xi ∪ Xj ]: for every edgeuv with u ∈ Xi and
v ∈ Xj , we haveci(u) 6= cj(v). Let us construct a graphG over the vertex set[k] × [k] where vertices(i1, j1)
and(i2, j2) with i1 6= i2 are adjacent if and only if thej1-th proper coloring ofH[Xi1 ] and thej2-th proper
coloring ofH[Xi2 ] are compatible (this means that if, say,H[Xi1 ] has less thanj1 proper colorings, then(i1, j1)
is an isolated vertex).

We claim thatG has ak-clique having exactly one vertex from each row if and only ifH is 3-colorable.
Indeed, a proper 3-coloring ofH induces a proper 3-coloring for each ofH[X1], . . . , H[Xk]. Let us select
vertex(i, j) if and only if the proper coloring ofH[Xi] induced byc is thej-th proper coloring ofH[Xi]. It is
clear that we select exactly one vertex from each row and theyform a clique: the proper colorings ofH[Xi] and
H[Xj ] induced byc are clearly compatible. For the other direction, suppose that (1, ρ(1)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) form
a k-clique for some mappingρ : [k] → [k]. Let ci be theρ(i)-th proper 3-coloring ofH[Xi]. The colorings
c1, . . . , ck together define a coloringc of H. This coloringc is a proper 3-coloring: for every edgeuv with
u ∈ Xi1 andv ∈ Xi2 , the fact that(i1, ρ(i1)) and(i2, ρ(i2)) are adjacent means thatci1 andci2 are compatible,
and henceci1(u) 6= ci2(v).

Running the assumed algorithmA onG decides the 3-colorability ofH. Let us estimate the running time of
constructingG and running algorithmA on G. The graphG hask2 vertices and the time required to construct
G is polynomial ink: for eachXi, we need to enumerate at mostk proper 3-colorings ofG[Xi]. Therefore, the
total running time is2o(k log k) · kO(1) = 2o(n) (using thatk log k = O(n)). It follows that we have a2o(n) time
algorithm for 3-COLORING, contradicting ETH.
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k×k PERMUTATION CLIQUE is a more restricted version ofk×k CLIQUE: in addition to requiring that the
clique contains exactly one vertex from eachrow, we also require that it contains exactly one vertex from each
column. In other words, the vertices selected in the solution are(1, ρ(1)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) for somepermutation
ρ of [k]. Given an instanceI of k × k CLIQUE having a solutionS, if we randomly reorder the vertices in each
row, then with some probability the reordered version of solution S contains exactly one vertex from each row
and each column of the reordered instance. In Theorem 2.3, weuse this argument to show that a2o(k log k) time
algorithm fork × k PERMUTATION CLIQUE gives arandomized2o(k log k) time algorithm fork × k CLIQUE.
Section 2.2 shows how the proof of Theorem 2.3 can be derandomized.

Theorem 2.3. If there is a2o(k log k) time algorithm fork×k PERMUTATION CLIQUE, then there is a randomized
2o(m) time algorithm form-clause 3SAT.

Proof. We show how to transform an instanceI of k × k CLIQUE into an instanceI ′ of k × k PERMUTATION

CLIQUE with the following properties: ifI is a no-instance, thenI ′ is a no-instance, and ifI is a yes-instance,
then I ′ is a yes-instance with probability at least2−O(k). This means that if we perform this transformation
2O(k) times and acceptI as a yes-instance if and only at least one of the2O(k) constructed instances is a yes-
instance, then the probability of incorrectly rejecting a yes-instance can be reduced to an arbitrary small constant.
Therefore, a2o(k log k) time algorithm fork×k PERMUTATION CLIQUE implies a randomized2O(k) ·2o(k log k) =
2o(k log k) time algorithm fork × k CLIQUE.

Let c(i, j) : [k] × [k] → [k] be a mapping chosen uniform at random; we can imaginec as a coloring of the
k × k vertices. Letc′(i, j) = ⋆ if there is aj′ 6= j such thatc(i, j) = c(i, j′) and letc′(i, j) = c(i, j) otherwise
(i.e., if c(i, j) = x 6= ⋆, then no other vertex has colorx in row i). The instanceI ′ of k × k PERMUTATION

CLIQUE is constructed the following way: if there is an edge between(i1, j1) and (i2, j2) in instanceI and
c′(i1, j1), c

′(i2, j2) 6= ⋆, then we add an edge between(i1, c
′(i1, j1)) and(i2, c

′(i2, j2)) in instanceI ′. That is,
we use mappingc to rearrange the vertices in each row. If vertex(i, j) clashes with some other vertex in the
same row (that is,c(i, j) = ⋆), then all the edges incident to(i, j) are thrown away.

Suppose thatI ′ has ak-clique (1, ρ(1)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) for some permutationρ of [k]. For everyi, there
is a uniqueδ(i) such thatc′(i, δ(i)) = ρ(i): otherwise(i, ρ(i)) is an isolated vertex inI ′. It is easy to see
that (1, δ(i)), . . . , (k, δ(k)) is a clique inI: vertices(i1, δ(i1)) and(i2, δ(i2)) have to be adjacent, otherwise
there would be no edge between(i1, ρ(i1)) and(i2, ρ(i2)) in I ′. Therefore, ifI is a no-instance, thenI ′ is a
no-instance as well.

Suppose now thatI is a yes-instance: there is a clique(1, δ(i)), . . . , (k, δ(k)) in I. Let us estimate the
probability that the following two events occur:

(1) For every1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ k, c(i1, δ(i1)) 6= c(i2, δ(i2)).

(2) For every1 ≤ i ≤ k and1 ≤ j ≤ k with j 6= δ(i), c(i, δ(i)) 6= c(i, j).

Event (1) means thatc(1, δ(1)), . . . , c(k, δ(k)) is a permutation of[k]. Therefore, the probability of (1) is
k!/kk = e−O(k) (using Stirling’s Formula). For a particulari, event (2) holds ifk − 1 randomly chosen values
are all different fromc(i, δ(i)). Thus the probability that (2) holds for a particulari is (1 − 1/k)−(k−1) ≥ e−1

and the probability that (2) holds for everyi is at leaste−k. Furthermore, events (1) and (2) are independent: we
can imagine the random choice of the mappingc as first choosing the valuesc(1, δ(1)), . . . , c(k, δ(k)) and then
choosing the remainingk2 − k values. Event (1) depends only on the firstk choices, and for any fixed result of
the firstk choices, the probability of event (2) is the same. Therefore, the probability that (1) and (2) both hold
is e−O(k).

Suppose that (1) and (2) both hold. Event (2) implies thatc(i, δ(i)) = c′(i, δ(i)) 6= ⋆ for every1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Event (1) implies that if we setρ(i) := c(i, δ(i)), thenρ is a permutation of[k]. Therefore, the clique(1, ρ(1)),
. . . , (k, ρ(k)) is a solution ofI ′, as required.

In the next section, we show that instead of random colorings, we can use a certain deterministic family of
colorings. This will imply:

Corollary 2.4. Assuming ETH, there is no2o(k log k) time algorithm fork × k PERMUTATION CLIQUE.
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2.2 Derandomization

In this section, we give a coloring family that can be used instead of the random coloring in the proof of
Theorem 2.3. We call a graphG to be acactus-grid graphif the vertices are elements of ak × k table and
a the graph precisely consists of a clique containing exactly one vertex from each row and each vertex in the
clique is adjacent to every other vertex in its row. There areno other edges in the graph, thus the graph has
exactly

(

k
2

)

+ k(k − 1) edges. We are interested in the a coloring familyF = {f : [k] × [k] → [k + 1]} with
the property that for any cactus-grid graphG with vertices fromk × k table, there exists a functionf ∈ F such
thatf properly colors the vertices ofG. We call such aF as a coloring family for cactus-grid graphs.

Before we proceed to make a coloring familyF of size 2O(k log log k), we explain how this can be used
to obtain the derandomized version of Theorem 2.3, the Corollary 2.4. Suppose that the instanceI of k × k
CLIQUE is a yes-instance. Then there is a clique(1, δ(1)), . . . , (k, δ(k)) in I. Consider the cactus-grid graph
G consisting of clique(1, δ(1)), . . . , (k, δ(k)) and for each1 ≤ i ≤ k, the edges between(i, δ(i)) and(i, j)
for everyj 6= δ(i). Let f ∈ F be a proper coloring ofG. Now since(1, δ(1)), . . . , (k, δ(k)) is a clique inG
they get a distinct colors byf and since all the vertices in the rowi, (i, j), j 6= δ(i), is adjacent to(i, δ(i)) we
have thatf((i, j)) 6= f(i, δ(i)). So if we use thisf in place ofc(i, j), the random coloring used in the proof of
Theorem 2.3, then events (1) and (2) hold and we know that the instanceI ′ obtained usingf is a yes-instance
of k × k PERMUTATION CLIQUE. Thus we know that an instanceI of k × k CLIQUE has a clique of sizek
containing exactly one element from each row if and only if there exists af ∈ F such that the corresponding
instanceI ′ of k × k PERMUTATION CLIQUE has a clique of sizek such that it contains exactly one element
from each row and column. This together with the fact that thesize ofF is bounded by2O(k log log k) imply the
Corollary 2.4. Now we are ready to state the main lemma of thissection.

Lemma 2.5. [⋆]1 There exists explicit construction of coloring familyF for cactus-grid graphs of size2O(k log log k).

2.3 k × k I NDEPENDENT SET

The lower bounds in Section 2.2 fork × k (PERMUTATION) CLIQUE obviously hold for the analogousk × k
(PERMUTATION) INDEPENDENT SET problem: by taking the complement of the graph, we can reduceone
problem to the other. We state here a version of the independent set problem that will be a convenient starting
point for reductions in later sections:

2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION INDEPENDENTSET
Input: A graphG over the vertex set[2k]× [2k] where every edge is betweenI1 = {(i, j) |

i, j ≤ k} andI2 = {(i, j) | i, j ≥ k + 1}.
Parameter: k
Question: Is there an independent set(1, ρ(1)), . . . , (2k, ρ(2k)) ⊆ I1 ∪ I2 in G for some

permutationρ of [2k]?

That is, the upper left quadrantI1 and the lower right quadrantI2 induce independent sets, and every edge is
between these two independent sets. The requirement that the solution is a subset ofI1 ∪ I2 means thatρ(i) ≤ k
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k andρ(i) ≥ k + 1 for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k.

Theorem 2.6. [⋆] Assuming ETH, there is no2o(k log k) time algorithm for2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION

INDEPENDENTSET.

2.4 k × k H ITTING SET

HITTING SET is a W[2]-complete problem, but if we restrict the universe to ak×k table where only one element
can be selected from each row, then it can be solved in timeO∗(kk) by brute force.

1The proofs marked with[⋆] has been moved to appendix due to space restrictions.
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k × k HITTING SET
Input: SetS1, . . . , Sm ⊆ [k] × [k].

Parameter: k
Question: Is there a setS containing exactly one element from each row such thatS ∩ Si 6= ∅

for any1 ≤ i ≤ t?

We say that the mappingρ hits a setS ⊆ [k] × [k], if (i, ρ(i)) ∈ S for some1 ≤ i ≤ S. Note that unlike for
k × k CLIQUE andk × k INDEPENDENT SET, the size of thek × k HITTING SET cannot be bounded by a
function ofk.

It is quite easy to reducek × k INDEPENDENT SET to k × k HITTING SET: for every pair(i1, j1), (i2, j2)
of adjacent vertices, we need to ensure that they are not selected simultaneously, which can be forced by a set
that contains every element of rowsi1 andi2, except(i1, j1) and(i2, j2). However, in Section 3.1 we prove the
lower bound for CLOSEST STRING by reduction from a restricted form ofk × k HITTING SET where each set
contains at most one element from eachrow. The following theorem proves the lower bound for this variant of
k × k HITTING SET. The basic idea is that an instance of2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION INDEPENDENT

SET can be transformed in an easy way into an instance of HITTING SET where each set contains at most one
element from eachcolumnand we want to select exactly one element from each row and each column. By
adding each row as a new set, we can forget about the restriction that we want to select exactly one element
from each row: this restriction will be automatically satisfied by any solution. Therefore, we have a HITTING

SET instance where we have to select exactly one element from each column and each set contains at most one
element from each column. By changing the role of rows and columns, we arrive to a problem of the required
form.

Theorem 2.7. [⋆] Assuming ETH, there is no2o(k log k) · nO(1) time algorithm fork × k HITTING SET, even in
the special case when each set contains at most one element from each row.

3 Closest String

Computational biology applications often involve long sequences that have to be analyzed in a certain way. One
core problem is finding a “consensus” of a given set of strings: a string that is close to every string in the input.
The CLOSESTSTRING problem defined below formalizes this task.

CLOSESTSTRING
Input: Stringss1, . . . , st over an alphabetΣ of lengthL each, an integerd

Parameter: d
Question: Is there a strings of lengthL suchd(s, si) ≤ d for every1 ≤ i ≤ t?

We denote byd(s, si) theHamming distanceof the stringss andsi, that is, the number of positions where they
have different characters. The solutions will be called thecenter string.

CLOSEST STRING and its generalizations (CLOSEST SUBSTRING, DISTINGUISHING (SUB)STRING SE-
LECTION, CONSENSUSPATTERNS) have been thoroughly explored both from the viewpoint of approximation
algorithms and fixed-parameter tractability [46, 56, 47, 33, 43, 12, 26, 32, 41, 20]. In particular, Gramm et al.
[33] showed that CLOSEST STRING is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized byd: they gave an algorithm
with running timeO(dd · |I|). The algorithm works over an arbitrary alphabetΣ (i.e., the size of the alphabet is
part of the input). It is an obvious question whether the dependence ond can be reduced to single exponential,
i.e., whether the running time can be improved to2O(d) · |I|O(1). For small fixed alphabets, Ma and Sun [46]
achieved single-exponential dependence ond: the running time of their algorithm is|Σ|O(d) · |I|O(1). Improved
algorithms with running time of this form, but with better constants in the exponent were given in [56, 12].
We show here that thedd and |Σ|d dependence are best possible (assuming ETH): the dependence cannot be
improved to2o(d log d) or to 2o(d log |Σ|). In particular, single exponential dependence ond cannot be achieved if
the alphabet size is unbounded.
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Theorem 3.1. Assuming ETH, there is no2o(d log d) · |I|O(1) or 2o(d log |Σ|) · |I|O(1) time algorithm forCLOSEST

STRING.

Proof. We prove the theorem by a reduction from the HITTING SET problem considered in Theorem 2.7. LetI
be an instance ofk × k HITTING SET with setsS1, . . . , Sm; each set contains at most one element from each
row. We construct an instanceI ′ of CLOSEST STRING as follows. LetΣ = [2k + 1], L = k, andd = k − 1
(this means that the center string has to have at least one character common with every input string). InstanceI ′

contains(k + 1)m input stringssx,y (1 ≤ x ≤ m, 1 ≤ y ≤ k + 1). If setSx contains element(i, j) from row
i, then thei-th character ofsx,y is j; if Sx contains no element of rowi, then thei-th character ofsx,y is y + k.
Thus setsx,y describes the elements of setSx, with a dummy value betweenk + 1 and2k + 1 marking the rows
disjoint fromSx. The stringssx,1, . . . , sx,k+1 differ only in the choice of the dummy values.

We claim thatI ′ has a solution if and only ifI has. Suppose that(1, ρ(1)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) is a solution ofI for
some mappingρ : [k] → [k]. Then the center strings = ρ(1) . . . ρ(k) is a solution ofI ′: if element(i, ρ(i)) of
the solution hits setSx of I, then boths andsx,y have characterρ(i) at thei-th position. For the other direction,
suppose that center strings is a solution ofI ′. As the length ofs is k, there is ak+1 ≤ y ≤ 2k+1 that does not
appear ins. If the i-th character ofs is some1 ≤ c ≤ k, then letρ(i) = c; otherwise, letρ(i) = 1 (or any other
arbitrary value). We claim that(1, ρ(1)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) is a solution ofI, i.e., it hits every setSx of I. To see
this, consider the stringsx,y, which has at least one character common withs. Suppose that characterc appears
at thei-th position in boths andsx,y. It is not possible thatc > k: charactery is the only character larger thank
that appears insx,y, buty does not appear ins. Therefore, we have1 ≤ c ≤ k andρ(i) = c, which means that
element(i, ρ(i)) = (i, c) of the solution hitsSx.

The claim in the previous paragraph shows that solving instanceI ′ using an algorithm for CLOSESTSTRING

solves thek × k HITTING SET instanceI. Note that the sizen of the instanceI ′ is polynomial ink and
m. Therefore, a2o(d log d) · |I|O(1) or a 2o(d log |Σ|) · |I|O(1) algorithm for CLOSEST STRING would give a
2o(k log k) · (km)O(1) time algorithm fork × k HITTING SET, violating ETH (by Theorem 2.7).

4 Distortion

Given an undirected graphG with the vertex setV (G) and the edge setE(G), a metric associated withG is
M(G) = (V (G),D), where the distance functionD is the shortest path distance betweenu andv for each
pair of verticesu, v ∈ V (G). We refer toM(G) as to thegraph metricof G. Given a graph metricM and
another metric spaceM ′ with distance functionsD andD′, a mappingf : M → M ′ is called anembedding
of M into M ′. The mappingf hascontraction cf and expansionef if for every pair of pointsp, q in M ,
D(p, q) ≤ D′(f(p), f(q)) · cf andD(p, q) · ef ≥ D′(f(p), f(q)) respectively. We say thatf is non-contracting
if cf is at most1. A non-contracting mappingf hasdistortiond if ef is at mostd. One of the most well studied
case of graph embedding is when the host metricM ′ is R

1 andD′ is the Euclidean distance. This is also called
embedding the graph into integers or line. Formally, the problem of DISTORTION is defined as follows.

DISTORTION
Input: A graphG, and a positive integerd

Parameter: d
Question: Is there an embeddingg : V (G) → Z such that for allu, v ∈ V (G), D(u, v) ≤

|g(u) − g(v)| ≤ d · D(u, v)?

The problem of finding embedding with good distortion between metric spaces is a fundamental mathemat-
ical problem [38, 44] that has been studied intensively [3, 4, 5, 40]. Embedding a graph metric into a simple
low-dimensional metric space like the real line has proved to be a useful algorithmic tool in various fields (for
an example see [36] for a long list of applications). Bădoiuet al. [4] studied DISTORTION from the view-
point of approximation algorithms and exact algorithms. They showed that there is a constanta > 1, such
thata-approximation of the minimum distortion of embedding intothe line, is NP-hard and provided an exact
algorithm computing embedding of an vertex graph into line with distortiond in time nO(d). Subsequently,
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Fellows et al. [27] improved the running time of their algorithm todO(d) · n and thus proved DISTORTION to
be fixed parameter tractable parameterized byd. We show here that thedO(d) dependence in the running time
of DISTORTION algorithm is optimal (assuming ETH). To achieve this we firstobtain a lower bound on an in-
termediate problem called CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION, then give a reduction that transfers the lower bound
from CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION to DISTORTION. The superexponential dependence ond is particularly
interesting, ascn time algorithms for finding a minimum distortion embedding of a graph onn vertices into line
have been given by Fomin et al. [30] and Cygan and Pilipczuk [13].

CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION
Input: SubsetsS1, . . . , Sm of [k]

Parameter: k
Question: A permutationρ of [k] such that for every1 ≤ i ≤ m, there is a1 ≤ j < k such that

ρ(j), ρ(j + 1) ∈ Si.

Given a permutationρ of [k], we say thatx andy areneighborsif {x, y} = {ρ(i), ρ(i + 1)} for some
1 ≤ i < k. In the CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION problem the task is to find a permutation that hits every set
Si in the sense that there is a pairx, y ∈ Si that are neighbors inρ.

Theorem 4.1. [⋆] Assuming ETH, there is no2o(k log k)mO(1) time algorithm forCONSTRAINED PERMUTA-
TION.

Theorem 4.2. [⋆] Assuming ETH, there is no2o(d log d) · nO(1) time algorithm forDISTORTION.

Proof. We prove the theorem by a reduction from the CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION. Let I be an instance of
CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION consisting of subsetsS1, . . . , Sm of [k]. Now we show how to construct the
graphG, an input to DISTORTION corresponding toI. For an ease of presentation we identify[k] with vertices
u1, . . . , uk. We also setU = {u1, . . . , uk} andd = 2k. The vertex set ofG consists of the following set of
vertices.

• For every1 ≤ i ≤ m and1 ≤ j ≤ k, ui
j. We also denote the set{ui

1, . . . , u
i
k} by Ui.

• A vertexsi for each setSi.
• Two cliquesCa andCb of sized + 1 consisting of verticesc1

a, . . . , c
d+1
a andc1

b , . . . , c
d+1
b respectively.

• A pathP of lengthm (number of edges) consisting of verticesv1, . . . , vm+1.

We add the following more edges among these vertices. We add edges from all the vertices in cliqueCa but c1
a

to v1 and add edges from all the vertices in cliqueCb but c1
b to vm+1. For all1 ≤ i < m and1 ≤ j ≤ k, make

ui
j adjacent tovi, vi+1 andui+1

j . For1 ≤ j ≤ k, makeum
j adjacent tovm, vm+1. Finally makesi adjacent toui

j

if uj ∈ Si. This concludes the construction. A figure corresponding tothe construction (Figure 6.6), a proof of
correctness and time analysis can be found in appendix.

5 Disjoint Paths

There are many natural graph problems that are fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the treewidth of the
input graph. In most cases, these results can be obtained by well-understood dynamic programming techniques.
In fact, Courcelle’s Theorem provide a clean way of obtaining such results. If the dynamic programming needs
to keep track of a permutation, partition, or a matching at each node, then running time of such an algorithm
is typically of the formwO(w) · nO(1) on graphs with treewidthw. We demonstrate a problem where this
form of running time is necessary for the solution and it cannot be improved to2o(w log w) · nO(1). We refer to
Appendix 6.1 for the definitions of treewidth and pathwidth.

Given an undirected graphG andp vertex pairs(si, ti), the DISJOINT PATHS problem asks whether there ex-
istsp mutually vertex disjoint paths inG linking these pairs. This is one of the classic problems in combinatorial
optimization and algorithmic graph theory, and has many applications, for example in transportation networks,
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VLSI layout, and virtual circuits routing in high-speed networks. The problem is NP-complete ifp is part of the
input and remains so even if restrict the input graph to be planar [39, 45]. However ifp is fixed then the problem
is famously fixed-parameter tractable as a consequence of the seminal Graph Minors theory of Robertson and
Seymour [53]. A basic building block in their algorithm for DISJOINT PATHS is an algorithm for DISJOINT

PATHS on graphs of bounded treewidth. To our interest is the following parameterization of DISJOINT PATHS.

DISJOINT PATHS
Input: A graphG together with a tree-decomposition of widthw, andp vertex pairs(si, ti).

Parameter: w
Question: Does there existp mutually vertex disjoint paths inG linking si to ti?

The best known algorithm for this problem runs in time2O(w log w) · n [54] and here we show that this is
indeed optimal. To get this lower bound we first give a linear parameter reduction fromk × k HITTING SET

to DIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS, a variant of DISJOINT PATHS where the input is a directed graph, parameter-
ized by pathwidth of the underlying undirected graph. Finally we obtain a lower bound of2o(k log k)|V (G)|O(1)

on DISJOINT PATHS parameterized by treewidth under ETH, by giving a linear parameter reduction from DI-
RECTED DISJOINT PATHS parameterized by pathwidth to DISJOINT PATHS parameterized by pathwidth.

Theorem 5.1. Assuming ETH, there is no2o(w log w) · nO(1) time algorithm forDIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS.

Proof. The key tool in the reduction fromk × k HITTING SET to DIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS is the following
gadget. For everyk ≥ 1 and setS ⊆ [k] × [k], we construct the gadgetGk,S the following way.

• For every1 ≤ i ≤ k, it contains verticesai, bi.

• For every1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, it contains a vertexvi,j and edges−−−→aivi,j,
−−−→
vi,jbj.

• For every1 ≤ i ≤ k, it contains a directed pathPi = ci,0di,1v
∗
i,1ci,1 . . . di,kv

∗
i,kci,k.

• For every1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, it contains verticesfi,j, f1
i,j, f2

i,j and edges
−−−→
bjfi,j,

−−−−→
fi,jci,j ,

−−−−→
f1

i,jfi,j,
−−−−→
fi,jf

2
i,j,

−−−−→
f1

i,jci,0,
−−−−−→
ci,j−1f

2
i,j.

• It contains two verticess andt, and for every(i, j) ∈ S, there are two edges
−−→
sdi,j,

−−→
di,jt.

The demand pairs in the gadget are as follows:

• For every1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is a demand(ai, ci,k).

• For every1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, there is a demand(f1
i,j, f

2
i,j).

• There is a demand(s, t).

This completes the description of the gadget. Observe that if a collection of paths form a solution for the gadget,
then for every1 ≤ i ≤ k, exactly one of the verticesvi,1, . . . , vi,k is used by the paths. We say that a solution
representsthe mappingρ : [k] → [k] if for every1 ≤ i ≤ k, vertexvi,ρ(i) is used by the paths in the solution.

The following claim summarizes the most important properties of the gadget.

Claim 5.2. [⋆] For everyk ≥ 1 andS ⊆ [k] × [k], gadgetGk,S has the following properties:

1. For everyρ : [k] → [k] that hitsS, gadgetGk,S has a solution that representsρ, andv∗i,ρ(i) is not used by
the paths in the solution for any1 ≤ i ≤ k.

2. If Gk,S has a solution that representsρ, thenρ hits S and vertexv∗i,j is used by the paths in the solution
for every1 ≤ i ≤ k andj 6= ρ(i).

Let S1, . . . , Sm be the sets appearing in thek × k HITTING SET instanceI. We construct an instance~I of
DIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS consisting ofm gadgetsG1, . . . , Gm, where gadgetGt (1 ≤ t ≤ m) is a copy of
the gadgetGk,Si

defined above. For every1 ≤ t < m and every1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, we identify vertexv∗i,j of Gt and

vertexvi,j of Gt+1. This completes the description of the instance~I of DIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS.
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We have to show that the pathwidth of the constructed graph~G of ~I is O(k) and that~I has a solution if and
only if I has. To bound the pathwidth of~G, for every0 ≤ t ≤ m, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, let us define the bagBt,i,j such
that it contains verticesa1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk, s, t, fi,j, f1

i,j, f2
i,j, and the pathPi of gadgetGt (unlesst = 0),

and verticesa1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk of gadgetGt+1 (unlesst = m). It can be easily verified that the size of each
bag isO(k) and if two vertices are adjacent, then they appear together in some bag. Furthermore, if we order the
bags lexicographically according to(t, i, j), then each vertex appears precisely in an interval of the bags. This
shows that the pathwidth of~G is O(k).

Next we show that ifI has a solutionρ : [k] → [k], then~I also has a solution. Asρ hits everySt, by the
first part of the Claim, each gadgetGt has a solution representingρ. To combine these solutions into a solution
for ~I, we have to make sure that the verticesvi,j, v∗i,j that were identified are used only in one gadget. Since the
solution for gadgetGt representsρ, it uses verticesv1,ρ(i), . . . , vk,ρ(k), but no othervi,j vertex. As vertexvi,j of
gadgetGt was identified with vertexv∗i,j of gadgetGt−1, these vertices might be used by the solution ofGt−1 as
well. However, the solution ofGt−1 also representsρ and as claimed in the first part of the Claim, the solution
does not use verticesv∗1,ρ(1), . . . , v∗k,ρ(k). Therefore, no conflict arises between the solutions ofGt andGt−1.

Finally, we have to show that a solution for~I implies that a solution forI exists. We say that a solution for~I
is normalwith respect toGt if the paths satisfying the demands inGt do not leaveGt (the verticesvi,j , v∗i,j that
were identified are considered as part of both gadgets, so we allow the paths to go through these vertices). We
show by induction that the solution for~I is normal for everyGt. Suppose that this is true forGt−1. If some path
P satisfying a demand inGt leavesGt, then it has to enter eitherGt−1 or Gt+1. If P enters a vertex ofGt+1

that is not inGt, then it cannot go back toGt: the only way to reach a vertexvi,j of Gt+1 is from vertexai,
which has indegree 0. Therefore, let us suppose thatP entersGt−1 at some vertexv∗i,j of Gt−1. The only way
the path can return toGt is via some vertexv∗i,j′ of Gt−1 with j′ ≥ j. By the induction hypothesis, the solution
is normal with respect toGt−1, thus the second part of the Claim implies that there is a uniquej such thatv∗i,j is
not used by the paths satisfying the demands inGt−1. As P can use only this vertexv∗i,j , it follows thatj′ = j
and hence pathP does not use any vertex ofGt−1 not inGt, In other words,P does not leaveGt.

Suppose now that the solution is normal with respect to everyGt, which means that it induces a solution for
every gadget. Suppose that the solution of gadgetGt represents mappingρt. We claim that everyρt is the same.
Indeed, ifρt(i) = j, then the solution ofGt uses vertexvi,j of Gt, which is identical to vertexv∗i,j of Gt−1. This
means that the solution ofGt−1 does not usev∗i,j, and by the second part of the Claim, this is only possible if
ρt−1(i) = j. Thusρt−1 = ρt for every1 < i ≤ m, let ρ be this mapping. Again by the claim,ρ hits every set
St in instanceI, thusρ is a solution ofI.

Theorem 5.3. [⋆] Assuming ETH, there is no2o(w log w) · nO(1) time algorithm forDISJOINT PATHS.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we showed that several parameterized problemshave slightly superexponential running time unless
ETH fails. In particular we showed for three well-studied problems arising in three different domains that the
known superexponential algorithms are optimal: assuming ETH, there is no2o(d log d) · |I|O(1) or 2o(d log |Σ|) ·
|I|O(1) time algorithm for CLOSESTSTRING, 2o(d log d) · |I|O(1) time algorithm for DISTORTION, and2o(w log w) ·
|I|O(1) time algorithm for DISJOINT PATHS parameterized by treewidth. We believe that many further results of
this form can be obtained by using the framework of the current paper. Some concrete problems that might be
amenable to our framework are:

• Are the known parameterized algorithms for POINT L INE COVER [42, 34], DIRECTED FEEDBACK VER-
TEX SET [11] and INTERVAL COMPLETION [55], parameterized by the solution size, running in time
2O(k log k) · |I|O(1) optimal?

• Are the known parameterized algorithms for HAMILTONIAN PATH [28], CONNECTEDVERTEX COVER [49]
and CONNECTED DOMINATING SET [19], parameterized by the treewidthw of the input graph, running
in time2O(w log w) · |I|O(1) optimal?
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Appendix

6.1 Definitions of Treewidth and Pathwidth

A tree decompositionof a graphG is a pair(X , T ) whereT is a tree andX = {Xi | i ∈ V (T )} is a collection
of subsets ofV such that:1.

⋃

i∈V (T ) Xi = V (G), 2. for each edgexy ∈ E(G), {x, y} ⊆ Xi for some
i ∈ V (T ); 3. for eachx ∈ V (G) the set{i | x ∈ Xi} induces a connected subtree ofT . Thewidth of the
tree decomposition ismaxi∈V (T ){|Xi| − 1}. The treewidthof a graphG is the minimum width over all tree
decompositions ofG. We denote bytw(G) the treewidth of graphG. If in the definition of treewidth we restrict
the treeT to be a path then we get the notion of pathwidth and denote it bypw(G).

6.2 Proof of Theorem 6.2

To construct our deterministic coloring family we also needa few known results on perfect hash families. Let
H = {f : [n] → [k]} be a set of functions such that for all subsetsS of sizek there is ah ∈ H such that it is one
to one onS. The setH is called(n, k)-family of perfect hash functions. There are some known constructions
for setH. We summarize them below.

Proposition 6.1. [2, 50] There exists explicit constructionH of (n, k)-family of perfect hash functions of size
O(11k log n). There is also another explicit constructionH of (n, k)-family of perfect hash functions of size
O(ekkO(log k) log n).

Proof. Our idea for deterministic coloring familyF for cactus-grid graphs is to keepk functionsf1, . . . , fk

where eachfi is an element of a(k, k′)-family of perfect hash functions for somek′ and use it to map the
elements of{i} × k (the columni). We will ensure that the colors used in each column is private to the column
and it is not used on the vertices of any other columns. This will ensure that we get the desired coloring family.
We make our intuitive idea more precise below. A descriptionof a functionf ∈ F consists of a tuple having

• a setS ⊆ [k];

• a tuple(k1, k2, . . . , kl) whereki ≥ 1, ℓ = |S| and
∑ℓ

i=1 ki = k;

• ℓ functionsf1, . . . , fℓ wherefi ∈ Hi andHi is a(k, ki)-family of perfect hash functions.

The setS tells us which all columns the clique intersects. Let the elements ofS = {s1, . . . , sℓ} be sorted in
increasing order, says1 < s2 . . . < sℓ. Then the tuple(k1, k2, . . . , kl) tells us that the columnsj, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ,
containskj vertices from the clique. Hence with this interpretation, given a tuple(S, (k1, . . . , kl), f1, . . . , fl) we
define the coloring functiong : [k] × [k] → [k] as follows. Every element in[k] × {1, . . . , k} \ S is mapped to
k+1. Now for vertices in[k]×{sj} (vertices in columnsj), we defineg(i, sj) = fj(i)+

∑

1≤i<j ki. We do this
for everyj between1 andℓ. This concludes the description. Now we show that it is indeed a coloring family for
cactus-grid graphs. Given a cactus grid graphG, we first look at the columns it intersects and that forms our set
S and then the number of vertices it intersects in each column makes the the tuple(k1, k2, . . . , kl). Finally for
each of the columns there exists a functionh in the perfect(k, ki)-hash family that maps the elements of clique
in this column one to one with[ki]; we store this function corresponding to this column. Now weshow that
the functiong corresponding to this tuple properly colorsG. The functiong assigns different values from[k] to
the columns inS and hence we have that the vertices of clique gets distinct colors as in each column we have
a functionfi that is one to one on the vertices ofS. Now we look at the edge with both end-points in the same
row. If any of the end-point occurs in column that is not inS then we know that it has been assignedk +1 while
the vertex from the clique has been assigned color from[k]. If both end-points are fromS then the off-set we
use to give different colors to vertices in these columns ensures that these end-points get different colors. This
shows thatg is indeed a proper coloring ofG. This shows that for every cactus-grid graph we have a function
g ∈ F . Finally, the bound on the size ofF is as follows,

2k4k
l

∏

i=1

(11ki log k) ≤ 2O(k)(log k)l ≤ 2O(k log log k). (1)
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This concludes the proof.

The bound achieved in Equation 1 on the size ofF is sufficient for our purpose but it is not as small as2O(k)

that one can obtain using a simple application of probabilistic methods. We provide aF of size2O(k) below
which could be of independent algorithmic interest.

Lemma 6.2. There exists explicit construction of coloring familyF for cactus-grid graphs of size2O(k).

Proof. We incurred a factor of(log k)l in the construction given in Lemma 6.2 because for every column we
applied hash functions from[k] → [ki]. If we could replace these by[ck2

i ] → [ki] then the size of family will
be11ki log ki ≤ 12ki and then

∏l
i=1 11ki log ki ≤ 12k. Next we describe a procedure to do this by incurring

an extra cost of2O(log3 k). To do this we use the following classical lemma proved by Fredman, Komlós and
Szemerédi [31].

Lemma 6.3. [31] LetW ⊆ [n] with |W | = r. The mappingf : [n] → [2r2] such thatf(x) = (tx mod p)mod 2r2

is one to one when restricted toW for at least half of the valuet ∈ [p]. Herep is any prime betweenn and2n.

The idea is to use Lemma 6.3 to choose multipliers (t in the above description) appropriately. Let us fix a
primep betweenk and2k. Given a setS and a tuple(k1, k2, . . . , kl) we make a partition of setS as follows
Si = {sj |sj ∈ S, 2i−1 < kj ≤ 2i} for i ∈ {0, . . . , ⌈log k⌉}. Now let us fix a setSi, by our construction we
know that the size of intersection of the clique with each of the columns inSi is roughly same. For simplicity of
argument, let us fix a cliqueW of some cactus grid graphG. Consider a bipartite graph(A,B) whereA contains
a vertex for each column inSi andB consists of numbers from[p]. Now we give an edge between vertexa ∈ A
andb ∈ B if we can useb as a multiplier in Lemma 6.3, that is, the mapf(x) = (bx mod p)mod 22i+1 is one
to one when restricted to the vertices of the cliqueW to the columna.

Observe that because of Lemma 6.3 every vertex inA has degree at leastp/2 and hence there exists a vertex
b ∈ B that can be used as a multiplier for at least half of the elements in the setA. We can repeat this argument
by removing a vertexb ∈ B, that could be used as a multiplier for half of the vertices inA, and all the columns
for which it can be multiplier. This implies that there exitsa setXi ⊆ [p] of sizelog |A| ≤ log k that could be
used as a multiplier for every column inA. Now we give a description of a functionf ∈ F that consists of a
tuple having

• a setS ⊆ [k];
• a tuple(k1, k2, . . . , kl) whereki ≥ 1, ℓ = |S| and

∑ℓ
i=1 ki = k;

• ((bi
1, . . . , b

i
q), (L

i
1, . . . , L

i
q)), 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌈log k⌉, q = ⌈log k⌉; Here(Li

1, . . . , L
i
q) is a partition ofSi and the

interpretation is that for every column inLi
j we will usebi

j as a multiplier for range reduction;

• ℓ functionsf1, . . . , fℓ wherefi ∈ Hi andHi is a(8k2
i , ki)-family of perfect hash functions.

This completes the description. Now given a tuple

(S, (k1, . . . , kl), {((b
i
1, . . . , b

i
q), (L

i
1, . . . , L

i
q)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌈log k⌉}, f1, . . . , fl)

we define the coloring functiong : [k] × [k] → [k] as follows. Every element in[k]× {1, . . . , k} \ S is mapped
to k + 1. Now for vertices in[k] × {sj} (vertices in columnsj), we do as follows. Supposesj ∈ Lβ

α then we
defineg(i, sj) = (

∑

1≤i<j ki) + fj(((b
β
αsj) mod p)mod ck2

j ). We do this for everyj between1 andℓ. This
concludes the description forg. Observe that given a vertex in columnsj we first use the function in Lemma 6.3
to reduce its range to roughlyO(k2

j ) and still preserving that for every subset[k] of size at most2kj there is
some multiplier which maps it injective. It is evident from the above description that this is indeed a coloring
family of cactus grid graphs. The range of any function inF is k + 1 and the size of this family is

2k4k

⌈log k⌉
∏

i=1

(p)log k

⌈log k⌉
∏

i=1

4
∑⌈log k⌉

j=1 |Li
j |

l
∏

i=1

(11ki log ki) ≤ 8k(2k)log k4k12k ≤ 2O(k+(log k)3) ≤ 2O(k).

The last assertion follows from the fact that
∑⌈log k⌉

i=1

∑⌈log k⌉
j=1 |Li

j| ≤ k and
∑ℓ

i=1 ki = k. This concludes the
proof.
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6.3 Proof of Theorem 2.6

Proof. Given an instanceI of k × k PERMUTATION INDEPENDENT SET, we construct an equivalent instance
I ′ of 2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION INDEPENDENT SET the following way. For every1 ≤ i ≤ k and
1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ k, j 6= j′, we add an edge between(i, j) and(i+ k, j′ + k) in I ′. If there is an edge between(i1, j1)
and(i2, j2) in I, then we add an edge between(i1, j1) and(i2 + k, j2 + k) in I ′. This completes the description
of I ′.

Suppose thatI has a solution(1, δ(1)), . . . , (k, δ(k)) for some permutationδ of [2k]. Then it is obvious
from the construction ofI ′ that(1, δ(1)), . . . , (k, δ(k)), (1 + k, δ(1) + k), . . . , (2k, δ(k) + k) is an independent
set ofI andδ(1), . . . , δ(k), δ(1) + k, . . . , δ(k) + k is clearly a permutation of[2k]. Suppose that(1, ρ(1)),
. . . , (2k, ρ(2k)) is solution ofI ′ for some permutationρ of [2k]. By definition, ρ(i) ≤ k for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We claim that(1, ρ(k)), . . . , (k, ρ(k)) is an independent set ofI. Observe first thatρ(i + k) = ρ(i) + k
for every1 ≤ i ≤ k: otherwise there is an edge between(i, ρ(i)) and (i + k, ρ(i + k)) in I ′. If there is
an edge between(i1, ρ(i1)) and(i2, ρ(i2)) in I, then by construction there is an edge between(i1, ρ(i1)) and
(i2 + k, ρ(i2) + k) = (i2 + k, ρ(i2 + k)) in I ′, contradicting the assumption that(1, ρ(k)), . . . , (2k, ρ(2k)) is
an independent set inI ′.

6.4 Proof of Theorem 2.7

Proof. To make the notation in the proof less confusing, we introduce a transposed variant of the problem
(denote byk × k HITTING SETT ), where exactly one element has to be selected from each column. We prove
the lower bound fork × k HITTING SETT with the additional restriction that each set contains at most one
element from each column; this obviously implies the theorem.

Given an instanceI of 2k× 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION INDEPENDENTSET, we construct an equivalent
2k × 2k HITTING SETT instanceI ′ on the universe[2k] × [2k]. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let setSi contain the firstk
elements of rowi and fork + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, let setSi contain the lastk elements of rowi. For every edgee in
instanceI, we construct a setSe the following way. By the way2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION INDEPEN-
DENT SET is defined, we need to consider only edges connecting some(i1, j1) and(i2, j2) with i1, j1 ≤ k and
i2, j2 ≥ k + 1. For such an edgee, let us define

Se = {(i1, j
′) | 1 ≤ j′ ≤ k, j′ 6= j1} ∪ {(i2, j

′) | k + 1 ≤ j′ ≤ 2k, j′ 6= j2}.

Suppose that(1, δ(1)), . . . , (2k, δ(2k)) is a solution ofI for some permutationρ of [2k]. We claim that it
is a solution ofI ′. As ρ is a permutation, the set satisfies the requirement that it contains exactly one element
from each column. Asδ(i) ≤ k if and only if i ≤ k, the setSi is hit for every1 ≤ i ≤ 2k. Suppose that there
is an edgee connecting(i1, j1) and(i2, j2) such that setSe of I ′ is not hit by this solution. Elements(i1, δ(i1))
and(i2, δ(i2)) are selected and we have1 ≤ δ(i1) ≤ k andk + 1 ≤ δ(i2) ≤ 2k. Thus if these two elements do
not hit Se, then this is only possible ifδ(i1) = j1 andδ(i2) = j2. However, this means that the solution forI
contains the two adjacent vertices(i1, j1) and(i2, j2), a contradiction.

Suppose now that(ρ(1), 1), . . . , (ρ(2k), 1) is a solution forI ′. Because of the setsSi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, the
solution contains exactly one element from each row, i.e.,ρ is a permutation of2k. Moreover, the setsS1, . . . ,
Sk have to be hit by thek elements in the firstk columns. This means thatρ(i) ≤ k if i ≤ k and consequently
ρ(i) > k if i > k. We claim that(ρ(1), 1), . . . , (ρ(2k), 1) is also a solution ofI. It is clear that the only thing
that has to be verified is that these2k vertices form an independent set. Suppose that(ρ(j1), j1) and(ρ(j2), j2)
are connected by an edgee. We can assume thatρ(j1) ≤ k andρ(j2) > k, which impliesj1 ≤ k andj2 > k.
The solution forI ′ hits setSe, which means that either the solution selects an element(ρ(j1), j

′) or an element
(ρ(j2), j

′). Elements(ρ(j1), j1) and(ρ(j2), j2) are the only elements of this form in the solution, but neither of
them appears inSe. Thus(ρ(1), 1), . . . , (ρ(2k), 2k) is indeed a solution ofI
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6.5 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Proof. Given an instanceI of 2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION INDEPENDENTSET, we construct an equiv-
alent instanceI ′ of CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION. Let k′ = 24k and for ease of notation, let us identify the
numbers in[k′] with the elementsrℓ

i , r̄ℓ
i , cℓ

j , c̄ℓ
j for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2k. The valuesrℓ

i represent the rows
and the valuescℓ

j represent the columns. If̄rℓ
i andcℓ

j are neighbors inρ, then we interpret it as selecting element
j from row i. More precisely, we want to construct the setsS1, . . . , Sm in such a way that if(1, δ(1)), . . . ,
(2k, δ(2k)) is a solution ofI, then the following permutationρ of [k′] is a solution ofI ′:

r1
1, r̄

1
1, c

1
δ(1), c̄

1
δ(1), r

1
2, r̄

1
2, c

1
δ(2), c̄

1
δ(2), . . . , r

1
2k, r̄

1
2k, c

1
δ(2k), c̄

1
δ(2k),

r2
1, r̄

2
1, c

2
δ(1), c̄

2
δ(1), r

2
2, r̄

2
2, c

2
δ(2), c̄

2
δ(2), . . . , r

2
2k, r̄

2
2k, c

2
δ(2k), c̄

2
δ(2k),

r3
1, r̄

3
1, c

3
δ(1), c̄

3
δ(1), r

3
2, r̄

3
2, c

3
δ(1), c̄

3
δ(2), . . . , r

3
2k, r̄

3
2k, c

3
δ(2k), c̄

3
δ(2k).

The first property that we want to ensure is that every solution of I ′ looks roughly likeρ above: pairsrℓ
i r̄

ℓ
i and

pairscℓ
j c̄

ℓ
j alternate in some order. Then we can define a permutationδ such thatδ(i) = j if r1

i r̄
1
i is followed by

the pairc1
j c̄

1
j . The sets in instanceI ′ will ensure that this permutationδ is a solution ofI. Let instanceI ′ contain

the following groups of sets:

1. For every1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3 and1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, there is a set{rℓ
i , r̄

ℓ
i} ,

2. For every1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3 and1 ≤ j ≤ 2k, there is a set{cℓ
j , c̄

ℓ
j},

3. For every1 ≤ ℓ′ < ℓ′′ ≤ 3, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, X ⊆ [2k], there is a set{r̄ℓ′
i , r̄ℓ′′

i }∪{cℓ′
j | j ∈ X}∪{cℓ′′

j | j 6∈ X},

4. For every1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is a set{r̄1
i } ∪ {c1

j | 1 ≤ j ≤ k},

5. For everyk + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, there is a set{r̄1
i } ∪ {c1

j | k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k},

6. For every two adjacent vertices(i1, j1) ∈ I1 and(i2, j2) ∈ I2, there is a set{r̄1
i1

, r̄1
i2
} ∪ {c1

j | 1 ≤ j ≤

k, j 6= j1} ∪ {c1
j | k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k, j 6= j2}.

Recall that every edge of instanceI goes between the independent setsI1 = {(i, j) | i, j ≤ k} andI2 = {(i, j) |
i, j ≥ k+1}. Let us verify first that ifδ is a solution ofI, then the permutationρ described above satisfies every
set. It is clear that sets in the first two groups are satisfied.To see that every set in group 3 is satisfied, consider
a set corresponding to a particular1 ≤ ℓ′ < ℓ′′ ≤ 3, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, X ⊆ [2k]. If δ(i) ∈ X, thenr̄ℓ′

i andcℓ′

δ(i) are

neighbors and both appear in the set; ifδ(i) 6∈ X, thenr̄ℓ′′
i andcℓ′′

δ(i) are neighbors and both appear in the set.
Sets in group 4 and 5 are satisfied becauseδ(i) ≤ k for 1 ≤ i ≤ k andδ(i) ≥ k +1 for k +1 ≤ i ≤ 2k. Finally,
let (i1, j1) ∈ V1 and(i2, j2) ∈ V2 be two adjacent vertices and consider the corresponding setin group 6. As the
solution ofI is an independent set, eitherδ(i1) 6= j1 or δ(i2) 6= j2. In the first case,̄r1

i1
andc1

δ(i1) are neighbors

and both appear in the set; in the second case,r̄1
i2

andc1
δ(i2) are neighbors and both appear in the set.

Next we show that ifρ is a solution ofI ′, then a solution forI exists. We say that an elementr̄ℓ
i is goodif its

neighbors arerℓ
i andcℓ′

j for some1 ≤ ℓ′ ≤ 3 and1 ≤ j ≤ 2k. Similarly, an elementcℓ
j is good if its neighbors

arec̄ℓ
j andr̄ℓ′

i for some1 ≤ ℓ′ ≤ 3 and1 ≤ i ≤ 2k. Our first goal is to show that everȳrℓ
i andcℓ

j is good. The
sets in group 1 and 2 ensure thatrℓ

i andr̄ℓ
i are neighbors, andcℓ

j andcℓ
i are neighbors.

We claim that for every1 ≤ ℓ′ < ℓ′′ ≤ 3, and1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, if elementsr̄ℓ′
i and r̄ℓ′′

i are not neighbors,
then both of them are good. Let us build a4k-vertex graphB whose vertices arecℓ′

j , cℓ′′
j (1 ≤ j ≤ 2k). Let

us connect by an edge those vertices that are neighbors inρ. Moreover, let us makecℓ′
j andcℓ′′

j adjacent for

every1 ≤ j ≤ 2k. Observe that the degree of every vertex is at most 2 (ascℓ′
j has only one neighbor besides

c̄ℓ′
j ). Moreover,B is bipartite: in every cycle, edges of the formcℓ′

j cℓ′′
j alternate with edges not of this form.

Therefore, there is a bipartition(Y, Ȳ ) of B such that the setY (and hencēY ) contains exactly one ofcℓ′
j and
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cℓ′′
j for every1 ≤ j ≤ 2k. Group 3 contains a setSY = {r̄ℓ′

i , r̄ℓ′′
i } ∪ Y and a setSȲ = {r̄ℓ′

i , r̄ℓ′′
i } ∪ Ȳ : asY

contains exactly one ofcℓ′
j andcℓ′′

j , there is a choice ofX that yields these sets. Permutationρ satisfiesSY and

SȲ , thus each ofSY andSȲ contains a pair of neighboring elements. By assumption, this pair cannot bērℓ′
i and

r̄ℓ′′
i . AsY induces an independent set ofB, this pair cannot be contained inY either. Thus the only possibility is

that one of̄rℓ′
j andr̄ℓ′′

j is the neighbor of an element ofY . If, say,r̄ℓ′
j is a neighbor of an elementy ∈ Y , thenr̄ℓ′

j

is good. In this case,̄rℓ′
j is not the neighbor of any element ofȲ , which means that the only way two members

of SȲ are neighbors if̄rℓ′′
j is a neighbor of a member of̄Y , i.e., r̄ℓ′′

j is also good.
At most one of̄r2

i andr̄3
i can be the neighbor of̄r1

i , thus we can assume thatr̄1
i andr̄ℓ

i are not neighbors for
someℓ ∈ {2, 3}. By the claim in the previous paragraph,r̄1

i andr̄ℓ
i are both good. In particular, this means that

r̄1
i is not the neighbor of̄r2

i andr̄3
i , hence applying again the claim, it follows thatr̄2

i andr̄3
i are both good. Thus

r̄ℓ
i is good for every1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3 and1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, and the pigeonhole principle implies thatcℓ

j is good for every
1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3 and1 ≤ i ≤ 2k.

As everyc1
j is good, the sets in groups 4 and 5 can be satisfied only if everyr̄1

j has a neighborc1
j . Let

δ(i) = j if c1
j is the neighbor of̄r1

j ; clearly δ is a permutation of[2k]. We claim thatδ is a solution ofI. The
sets in group 4 and 5 ensure thatδ(i) ≤ k for every1 ≤ i ≤ k andδ(i) ≥ k + 1 if k + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k. To see that
(1, δ(i)), . . . , (2k, δ(2k)) is an independent set, consider two adjacent vertices(i1, j1) ∈ I1 and(i2, j2) ∈ I2.
We show that it is not possible thatδ(i1) = j1 andδ(i2) = j2. Consider the setS in group 6 corresponding to
the edge connecting(i1, j1) and(i2, j2). As r̄1

i1
, r̄1

i2
, and everyc1

j is good, then only wayS is can be satisfied
is that r̄1

i1
or r̄1

i2
is the neighbor of somec1

j appearing inS. If δ(i1) = j1 andδ(i2) = j2, then thec1
j1

andc1
j2

are the neighbors of̄r1
i1

and r̄1
i2

, respectively, butc1
j1

andc1
j2

do not appear inS. This shows that if there is a
solution forI ′, then there is a solution forI as well.

The size of the constructed instanceI ′ is polynomial in2k. Thus ifI ′ can be solved in time2o(k′ log k′) · |I ′| =
2o(k log k) · 2O(k) = 2o(k log k), then this gives a2o(k log k) time algorithm for2k × 2k BIPARTITE PERMUTATION

INDEPENDENTSET.

6.6 Proof of Theorem 4.2

Figure 1: A construction used in Theorem 4.2

Proof. We prove the theorem by a reduction from the CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION. Let I be an instance of
CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION consisting of subsetsS1, . . . , Sm of [k]. Now we show how to construct the
graphG, an input to DISTORTION corresponding toI. For an ease of presentation we identify[k] with vertices
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u1, . . . , uk. We also setU = {u1, . . . , uk} andd = 2k. The vertex set ofG consists of the following set of
vertices.

• For every1 ≤ i ≤ m and1 ≤ j ≤ k, ui
j. We also denote the set{ui

1, . . . , u
i
k} by Ui.

• A vertexsi for each setSi.

• Two cliquesCa andCb of sized + 1 consisting of verticesc1
a, . . . , c

d+1
a andc1

b , . . . , c
d+1
b respectively.

• A pathP of lengthm (number of edges) consisting of verticesv1, . . . , vm+1.

We add the following more edges among these vertices. We add edges from all the vertices in cliqueCa but c1
a

to v1 and add edges from all the vertices in cliqueCb but c1
b to vm+1. For all1 ≤ i < m and1 ≤ j ≤ k, make

ui
j adjacent tovi, vi+1 andui+1

j . For 1 ≤ j ≤ k, makeum
j adjacent tovm, vm+1. Finally makesi adjacent

to ui
j if uj ∈ Si. This concludes the construction. A figure corresponding tothe construction can be found in

Figure 6.6.
For our proof of correctness we also need the following knownfacts about distortiond embedding of a graph

into integers. For an embeddingg, let v1, v2, . . . , vq be an ordering of the vertices such thatg(v1) < g(v2) <
· · · < g(vn). If g is such that for all1 ≤ i < q, D(vi, vi+1) = |g(vi) − g(vi+1)|, then the mappingg is called
pushing embedding. It is known that pushing embeddings are always non-contracting and ifG can be embedded
into integers with distortiond, then there is a pushing embedding ofG into integers with distortiond [27].

Let a permutationρ of [k] = U be a solution toI, an instance of CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION. This
automatically leads to a permutation onU that we represent byρ(U). There is a natural bijection betweenU
andUi with uj ∈ U being mapped toui

j . So when we writeρ(Ui) then this means that the vertices ofU are
permuted with respect toρ and being identified with its counterpart inUi. Now we give a pushing embedding
for the vertices inG with c1

a being placed at0. All the vertices except the set verticessi appear in the following
order

c1
a, . . . , c

d+1
a , v1, ρ(U1), v2, ρ(U2), v3, . . . , vm, ρ(Um), vm+1, c

d+1
b , . . . , c1

b .

Sinceρ is a solution toI we know that for everySi there exists a1 ≤ j < k such thatρ(j)ρ(j + 1) ∈ Si.
We placesi betweenρ(vi

j) andρ(vi
j+1). By our construction the given embedding is pushing and hence non-

contracting. To show that for every pair of verticesu, v ∈ V (G), D(u, v) ≤ d · |g(u) − g(v)|, we only have
to show that for every edgeuv ∈ E(G), D(u, v) ≤ d. This can be readily checked from the construction. The
cruical observation is that the distance between two consecutive vertices fromUi is 2, and hence it must be at
least distance2 apart on the line. Ifsi is adjacent to two consecutive vertices inUi we can “squeeze” insi

between those two vertices without disturbing the rest of the construction.
In the reverse direction, assume that we start with a distortion d pushing embedding ofG. Consider the

layout of the graph induced onCa and the vertexv1. This is a clique of sized + 2 minus an edge and hence
Ca ∪ {v1} can be layed out in two ways:c1

a, Ca \ {c
1
a}, v1 or v1, Ca \ {c

1
a}, c

1
a. Since we can reverse the layout,

we can assume without loss of generality that it isc1
a, Ca \ {c1

a}, v1. Without loss of generality we can also
assume thatv1 is placed on position0. Since every vertex inU1 is adjacent tov1 and the negative positions are
taken by the vertices inCa, thek = d/2 vertices ofU1 must lie on the positions{1, . . . , d}. We first argue that
no vertex ofU1 occupies the positiond. Suppose it does. Then the rightmost vertex ofU2 (to the right ofv1

in the embedding) must be on position at least2d. Simultaneouslyv2 must be on position at mostd − 1 since
d is already occupied andv2 is adjacent tov1. But v2 is adjacent to the rightmost vertex ofU2 and hence the
distance on the line between them becomes at leastd + 1, a contradiction. SoU1 must use only positions in
{1, . . . , d − 1}. Since the distance between two consecutive vertices inU1 is 2 together with the fact that we
started with a pushing embedding imply that the vertices ofU1 occupy all odd positions of{1, . . . .., d − 1}.
Now, U2 must be on the positions in{d + 1, . . . , 2d} with the rightmost vertex inU2 being on at least2d − 1.
Sinced− 1 is occupied by someone inU1 andv2 is adjacent to bothv1 and the rightmost vertex ofU2 it follows
thatv2 must be on positiond.

We can now argue similarly to the previous paragraph thatU2 does not use position2d, and hencev3 is on
position2d while U2 must use the odd positions of{d + 1, . . . , 2d − 1}. We can repeat this argument for alli
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f1,2
f1
1,2

s t

Figure 2: The gadget used in the reduction to DIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS. Only the pathP1 is shown. The
dashed arrows show some of the demands in the gadget, the shaded edges give a solution for these demands.

and position the vertexvi of the path atd(i − 1) and place the vertices ofUi at odd positions betweend(i − 1)
anddi. Of course, all the vertices of the cliqueCb will come aftervm+1.

Consider the order in which the embedding puts the vertices of U1. We claim that it must put the vertices of
U2 in the same order. Look at the embedding ofU1 andU2 from left to right and letj be the first index where
u1

α of U1 is placed between0 andd while u2
β of U2 is placed betweend and2d andα 6= β. This implies that

u2
α appears further back in the permutation ofU2 and hence the distance between the positions ofu1

α andu2
α in

U1 is more thand while u1
α andu2

α are adjacent to each other in the graph. By repeating this argument for alli
andi + 1 we can show that order of allUi’s is the same. Considersi. It must be put on some even position, with
some vertices ofUj coming before and aftersi. But then, because we started with pushing embedding we have
thatsi is adjacent to both those vertices, and hencei = j assi is adjacent to only the vertices inUi.

Now we take the permutationρ for [k], imposed by the ordering ofU1, as a solution to the instanceI of
CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION. For every setSi we need to show that there exists a1 ≤ j < k such that
ρ(j), ρ(j + 1) ∈ Si. Consider the correspondingsi in the embedding and look at the vertices that are placed left
and right of it. Let these beui

α andui
β . Then by constructionα andβ are neighbors tosi in G and henceα and

β belong toSi. Now since the ordering ofUi’s are same we have that they are consecutive in the permutation ρ.
This concludes the proof in the reverse direction.

The claim in the previous paragraph shows that an algorithm finding a distortiond embedding ofG into
line solves the instanceI of CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION. Note the number of vertices inG is bounded
by a polynomial ink and m. Therefore a2o(d log d) · |V (G)|O(1) algorithm for DISTORTION would give a
2o(k log k) · (km)O(1) algorithm for CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION, violating ETH by Theorem 4.1.

6.7 Proof of Claim 5.2

Proof. To prove the first statement, we construct a solution the following way. Demand(ai, ci,j) is satisfied
by the pathaivi,ρ(i)bρ(i)fi,ρ(i)ci,ρ(i) . . . ci,k, where we use a subpath ofPi to go fromci,ρ(i) to ci,k. For every
1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, if j 6= ρ(i), then the demand(f1

i,j, f
2
i,j) is satisfied by the pathf1

i,jfi,jf
2
i,j. If j = ρ(i), then

vertex fi,j is already used by the demand(ai, ci,j). In this case demand(f1
i,j, f

2
i,j) is satisfied by the path
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f1
i,jci,0 . . . ci,j−1f

2
i,j. Finally, asρ hitsS, there is a1 ≤ i ≤ k such that(i, ρ(i)) ∈ S and hence the edges

−−−−→
sdi,ρ(i)

and
−−−−→
di,ρ(i)t exist. Therefore, we can satisfy the demand(s, t) via di,ρ(i). Note that this vertex is not used by the

other paths: the path satisfying demand(ai, ci,k) usesPi only from ci,ρ(i) to ci,k, the path satisfying demand
(f1

i,ρ(i), f
2
i,ρ(i)) usesPi from ci,0 to ci,ρ(i)−1, and no other path reachesPi. This also implies thatv∗i,ρ(i) is used

by none of the paths, as required.
For the second part, consider a solution ofGk,S representing some mappingρ. This means that the path of

demand(ai, ci,k) uses vertexvi,ρ(i) and hencebi,rho(i). The only way to reachci,k from bi,ρ(i) without going
through any other terminal vertex is using the pathfi,ρ(i)ci,ρ(i) . . . ci,k. This means that demand(f1

i,ρ(i), f
2
i,ρ(i))

cannot use vertexfi,ρ(i), hence it has to use the pathf1
i,ρ(i)ci,0 . . . ci,ρ(i)−1f

2
i,ρ(i). It follows that for every1 ≤

i ≤ k andj 6= ρ(i), verticesdi,j andv∗i,j are used by the paths satisfying demands(ai, ci,k) and(f1
i,ρ(i), f

2
i,ρ(i)).

This shows that everyv∗i,j with j 6= ρ(i) is used by the paths in the solution. Moreover, the path satisfying (s, t)
has to go through vertexdi,ρ(i) for somei. By the way the edges incident tos andt are defined, this is only
possible ifρ(i) ∈ S, that is,ρ hits S.

6.8 Proof of Theorem 5.3

For our proof we will also need the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4 ([8]). Let G be a graph (possibly with parallel edges) having pathwidth at mostw. Let G′ be
obtained fromG by subdividing some of the edges. Then the pathwidth ofG′ is at mostw + 1.

Proof. Let ~I be a instance of DIRECTED DISJOINT PATHS on a directed graphD having pathwidthw. We
transformD into an undirected graphG, where two adjacent verticesvin, vout correspond to each vertexv of
D, and if−→uv is an edge ofD, then we introduce a new vertexeuv that is adjacent to bothuout andvin. It is not
difficult to see that the pathwidth ofG is at most2w + 1 = O(w): G can be obtained from the underlying graph
of D by duplicating vertices (which at most doubles the size of each bag) and subdividing edges (which does
not increase pathwidth).

Let I be an instance of DISJOINT PATHS on G where there is a demand(vout, uin) corresponding to every
demand of(v, u) of ~I . It is clear that if~I has a solution, thenI has a solution as well: every directed path fromu
to v in D can be turned into a path connectinguout andvin in G. However, the converse is not true: it is possible
that an undirected pathP in G reachesvin from euv and instead of continuing tovout, it continues to someewv.
In this case, there is no directed path corresponding toP in D. We add further edges and demands to forbid
such paths.

Let B1, . . . , Bn be a path decomposition ofG having widthw′ = O(w). For every vertexx of G, let
ℓ(x) andr(x) be the index of the first and last bags, respectively, werex appears. It is well-known that the
decomposition can be chosen such thatr(x) 6= r(y) for any two verticesx andy.

We modifyG to obtain a graphG′ the following way. If vertexv hasd inneighborsu1, . . . , ud in D, thenvin

hasd + 1 neighbors inG: vout andd verticeseu1v, . . . , eudv. Suppose that the neighbors ofv are ordered such
thatr(eu1v) < · · · < r(eudv). We introduce2d − 2 new verticesvs

1, . . . , vs
d−1, vt

1, . . . , vt
d−1 such thatvs

i andvt
i

are both adjacent toeuiv andeui+1v. For every1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, we introduce a new demand(vs
i , v

t
i). Repeating

this procedure for every vertexv of D creates an instanceI ′ of undirected DISJOINT PATHS on a graphG′.
We show that these new vertices and edges increase the pathwidth at most by a constant factor. Observe that

G′ can be obtained fromG by adding two parallel edges betweeneuiv andeui+1v and subdividing them. Thus
by Lemma 6.4, all we need to show is that adding these new edgesincreases pathwidth only by a constant factor.
If r(euiv) ≥ ℓ(eui+1v), then the parallel edges betweeneuiv andeui+1v can be added without changing the path
decomposition: bagBr(eiv) contains both vertices. Ifr(euiv) < ℓ(eui+1v), then let us insert vertexeuiv into
every bagBj for r(euiv) < j ≤ ℓ(eui+1v). Now bagBℓ(eui+1v) contains botheuiv andeui+1v, thus we can add
two parallel edges between them. Note that vertexvin appears in every bag whereeuiv is inserted: if not, then
eithervin does not appear in bags with index at mostr(euiv), or it does not appear in bags with index at least
ℓ(eui+1v), contradicting the fact thatvin is adjacent to botheuiv andeui+1v. Furthermore, verticeseuiv andeujv
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are not inserted into the same bag for anyi 6= j: if j > i, thenr(eujv) ≥ r(eui+1v) ≥ ℓ(eui+1v). Therefore, the
number of new vertices in each bag is at most the original sizeof the bag, i.e., the size of each bag increases by
at most a factor of 2.

We claim thatI ′ has a solution if and only if~I has. If ~I has a solution, then the directed path satisfying
demand(u, v) gives in a natural way an undirected path inG′ that satisfies demand(uout, vin). Thus we can
obtain a pairwise disjoint collection of paths that satisfythe demands of the form(uout, vin). Note that ifvout,
eu1v, . . . , eudv are the neighbors ofvin in G′, then the paths in this collection use at most one of the vertices
eu1v, . . . , eudv, say,eujv. Now we can satisfy the demands(vs

i , v
t
i) for every1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1: for i < j, we can

use the pathvs
i euivv

t
i , for i ≥ j, we can use the pathvs

i eui+1vv
t
i . Thus instanceI ′ has a solution.

For the other direction, suppose thatI ′ has a solution. Let us call a path of this solution amain pathif it
satisfies a demand of the form(uout, vin). We claim that ifvin is an internal vertex of a main pathP , thenP
containsvout as well. Otherwise,P has to contain at least two of the neighborseu1v, . . . , eudv of vout. In this
case, less thand−1 vertices out ofeu1v, . . . , eudv remain available for thed−1 demands(vs

1, v
t
1), . . . , (vs

d, v
t
d),

a contradiction.
Consider a main pathP that satisfies a demand(uout, vin) of I ′. Clearly,P cannot go through any terminal

vertex other thanuout andvin. As u has indegree 0 inD, pathP has to go to someeuw and then towin after
starting fromuout. By our claim in the previous paragraph, the next vertex has to bewout, then again someewz

andzin and so on. Thus there is a directed path inD that corresponds toP in G′. This means that directed paths
corresponding to the main paths of the solution forI ′ form a solution for~I.
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